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AND THE PROBLEM OF ANOMALOUS EROSION
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ABSTRACT
The report is devoted to numerical simulation of some pro-

ble'ms on electron dynamics in SPT-channel. The results of the
simulation give the possibility to see some special and typical
properties of electron trajectories, their dependence on ini-
tial parameters of electrons and on a character of their inte-
ractoni with the walls of the channel. As a result of averaging
of. large number of the trajectories some mean values deter-
mined by electron dynamics were obtained. It is proposed the
new numerical model of anomalous erosion of insulators. In
this model the anomaly is connected with the singularities of
electron dynamics in SPT-channel.

1.Introduction
SThe theoretical [1,2] and experimental [3] investigations of

SPT-processes had shown that electron dynamics in SPT is very
cpomplicated. It is known, in particular, that there exist three
groups of electrons : 1)"slow" electrons, which oscillate along
magnetic force lines and do not reach the insulators because of
near-walls Debye layers; 2) "fast" electrons, which, on the co-
ntrary, freely go through these layers and elastically (but
not mirror-like) reflect ; and 3) "intermediate" electron,
which reach the walls and reflect inelastically. Now there are
not direct measurements of the Debye layers but exist some in-
direct' data, showing that a value of potential jump U , is not
homogeneous and depend on time. The energy distribution func-
tion of reflected electrons is known (see, for example [4]).
The experimental investigation [5] had shown that near the ex-
ternal insulator there exist strong high-frequency oscilla-
tions, which may be a cause for additional electron scattering.
There exist also electron collisions with neutral atoms and
ions. It is rather difficult to take into account all the fac-
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tdrs mentioned above in numerical simulation. Therefore, the

main attention was directed to the dynamics of fast electrons.

Calculating trajectories of intermediate electrons, we will

also. neglect..by variability of the Debye layers. In the model

*of anomalous erosion the value Ud will be known function of

coordinates. The distribution of electric-magnetic field is

considered to be a given one and close to the field of "ATON".

2. The statement of the problem

It is shown in [1], that motion of electrons in SPT is

not drift-like and the transverse adiabatic invariant does not

remain -constant. Therefore to calculate the electron trajec-

tories, we must use exact equations of electron motion.

There are two basic assumptions - the electromagnetic

field has axial symmetry and does not depend on time. Further we

shall use the cylindrical coordinates (r,',z).

Let the electrical field E and the magnetic field H are

given in the following way E =(Er , 0, Ez), H=(Hr, 0, Hz). It is

conveniently to introduce the electrical potential I and the

magnetic flux function P by the next formulas

E= - H/8z , Er= - /8r , Hz= 84/r8r, Hr= -8 /rz (1)

Then the exact equations of electron motion can be

.written as follows

m z'= -U/z , m r= - aU/ 8 r (2)

aind at t=0 z = z, r = r , vz= Vzo , Vr= Vro ' V= V 0 .

Here U(r,z)=-eD + 1/2mr (D + e/c I ) - is the effective poten-

tial , D = mrvo - e/c I - is the generalized integral of angular

Smomentum.
Let an electron moves in a region 0 5 z 5 z1 , r 5 r 5 r2 .

The boundaries z = 0, z = z, correspond to the anode and to the

exit of the channel, the values r1 and r2 are the internal and

-external radiuses of the insulators.

Next we define the electric and magnetic fields in this

region by the following way

2 r ( H° - h (z3 23)) (3)
\> = r ( ho(zl - z ) + 2

3 z

S= K 1(4)
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The relation (4) is in a good agreement with experimental

data. The values H , ho, K are the parameters of the model.

Moving in the fields (3),(4) the electron may. reach the.

side walls of the channel (r = rI or r = r2). We suppose that

in. such cases it reflects inside the channel. The result of

the -reflection depends on the group which it belongs to. For

the fast electrons it is assumed that their energy does not

change (e= m L2/2 = const) and all possible directions of mo -

tio.n have equal probabilities (diffusion reflection). Namely,

let E and t are random variables and they have homogeneous

. distributions on the intervals [0,1] and [0,27r] correspon-
di.ngly. Then after collision the electron velocity has the next

value
1/2

r = T (2c/m) (1 -()
1/2

* .. v = (2e/m) (2-) cos(7)
z (5)

1/2

v0 = (2e/m) V(2-() sin( )

Having. determined the electron velocity by (5) we may to find
its further motion. Certainly the new pair of random parameters

. ,"? is used for each next collision. The electron trajectory
"finishes" then z = 0 (the electron reached the anode) or z = za
(t..he electron went out the channel).

In the following we use dimensionless units of
measurements: ri is the unit of length; Ho is the unit of magne-

tic field; to= o-1 is the unit of time (w = eHo/mc); vo= r /to
is:'the unit of velocity, EO= K rlHo is the unit of electrical
field:

There are two important dimensionless parameters in the
problem. It is C = Kc/ the parameter that characterizes the
relation between the electric and magnetic fields, and it is
S -;h /H o  that determines the spatial distribution of the
fields.
. Equations (2) are solved numerically by means of explicit

difference scheme of second order approximation [6].
SOn the whole the electron trajectory depends of course on

the initial electron parameters and on a sequence of the random
parameters E ,7 determining results of each collision with the
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walls.. However, it is natural to think that if a number

calculated electron trajectories will be high enough, some

average characteristics will not depend on singularities of

separate trajectories.
3. Numerical results

S.'The geometry of the channel is fixed by z,= 3 , rl= 1,

r2- 2: 'Let y = 0.1. If H o 
= 100 Oe, Eo = 100 v/cm, then

a. -0.03.:

SIt is known [7], that collisions with the walls of insu-

lators are a cause of so called near-wall conductivity. This

*effect was detected experimentally [3] by spatial oscillations

of z - component of electron current. In connection with this

effect we undertook to calculate a radial distribution, of the

current. The trajectories of N=5000 electrons were calculated

and statistically treated in the sense of the Monte-Carlo

method..- ' The radial distributions of longitudinal electron cur-

rerit for cross-sections z = 0, z = 0.8 , z = 1.6, z = 2.0 are

shown on the fig.1. For fast electrons the oscillations are

n.,t-.-very strong. This results of calculations are in good
agreement with experimental data. On fig.2 one can see the

projections of typical trajectory of fast electrons on the
,planes (r,z) and (r,O).

Now we shall consider the singularities of trajectories of
ifitermediate electrons. It is assumed that Ud= 0 but the energy
of electron may change after collisions. The probability that

the electron with the energy Gi will have after collision the

energy Of is given by the next formula

W(G,) = 2/v (1 -G,/(v Gi)) f < v G
= 0 § > v 9. (6)

where. v = 1 is the parameter of the function W().
SOn fig.3 the projections of typical trajectory of inter-

mediate electrons are presented (a = 0.01). The comparison of

.trajectories of fast and intermediate electrons shows that in

the last case an electron losing as a rule the larger part of
its. energy "adheres" to the external wall of the channel. The
-collisions with the internal wall are much more infrequent than
in the case of the fast electrons.

It is not difficult to take into account the slow
electrons. In the case Ud 0, and if e < Ud we have an

d d
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elastic reflection - v r- v v , v -> v,. The slow

electron may move during long time along some magnetic force

line, reflecting either from the internal wall or the external

one.
4. Qualitative model of the anomalous erosion

SThe anomalous erosion of insulators was revealed for the

Sfirst time in OKB Fakel [8] in the process of prolonged ( >

1000 hours) resource tests. For this type of erosion there are

thiree characteristical singularities : 1) The appearance of pe-

riodical structure with space scale = 1 mm; 2) The orientation

of.' these .nonhomogeneities (especially on. the initial stage)

along the flow axes but not transverse it as in the case of the

classical ion bombardment; 3) The difference between ttie cha-

rac'ters of erosion on the external and internal walls. It was

.suggested in [8] that this type of erosion is stipulated main-

ly by electrons. The energetic electrons hitting an insulator

may tear completely or partially the ties of "atoms" with the

basic mass of the insulator. Then due to either evaporation

or ion bombardment the weakly bound "atoms" go out from their

places. The process of formation of the erosion structure may

be presented by the following way. On the surface of the "new"

insulator there are always small hollows, protuberances and al-

so .grariulars of different solidity. These nonhomogeneities are

destrbyed differently and may form random "grooves" with orien-

tation mainly from the cathode to the anode. The effect of ele-

ctron "adhesion", to the external walls will promote this pro-
cess. The formation of the "grooves" structure influences on
the value Ud . The simple arguments show that Ud will be larger

.on the side walls of the grooves and smaller on their bottoms

and. tops.

S' .The next is devoted to the testing and to the refinement
Sof.' this exclusively qualitative model.

. 5.Numerical model of the anomalous erosion
We shall consider only the processes near the external

insulator. Let the inner surface of this insulator has at t=0
the form r = Ro (*), where Ro(0 ) is a smooth periodical function
with a period ,Om. Let also for 0 5 69 m we have the next
analytical expression



R(*)=Ao + Aocos(Y9) + A2 cos(20) + Aocos(3YO) +
S 1s 2 (7)

.r . Bosin(O@) + B 2 sin(2u&) + B3sin(3W )

.where t-=27r/'O.

Thus, Ro('&) is the shape of the "new" external insulator.

. The numerical model of the erosion gives an algorithm for

a. transition from the function Ro(') to the function Rl(0)

that presents a shape of the insulator at the "next" time t1 .
Here we suggest that the analytical expression (7) is valid

'alkays, but the coefficients in (7) may change.
Now we give a brief description of the algorithm.

1), The "length" of the profile Ro(*) is calculated

.. lo '2 + (^o)2 d*m 2

2). The profile is divided into Ni (Ni 50) equel intervals.

.3). Being given the integer number N (Np 1000) we calculate

in. the region zm z 5 z, r n  r r, 0 ' 5 the

trajectories of Np electrons. The number of passings through
the Debye layer for each of the intervals is counted. Let it

Will be the numbers I ,...," i. Then the numbers P(1,..., are

defined as follows

i= i/( k )

4.)..- Next we find the coordinates of the points which divide the
intervals into two equel parts -(r 1 ,9 1), ,(rN,'N and move

1 1

these points along the external normal vector on the distance
* 'i . Thus we obtain the points (rl,E1 ), ,(r'N,.N I1 i

5} Using these points by means of method of least squares we
Sconstruct the Ri(0) of the form (7) i.e. we find the

coefficients Ao, A , ,B
6)..Further we set Ro0(')=R1() and repeat the points 1) -5).

The functions Ro(0), R1('), RJ(0) give the "time"-evolution
of. the external insulator. Ni , Np , o" are the parameters of

t.he model.
• On the fig.4 for a = 0.005, T=0.1, v = 1.0, Ud= 0.02,

oq=0.001, Ni=40 , Np=500 there be given the insulator profiles
'at di'fferent moments of the "time".
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